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Safety and Legal Summary 

Copyright 
The information contained within this document is the copyright and sole property 
of Grace Bio-Labs, Inc. No portion of this document may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form except by prior written permission of Grace Bio-Labs, Inc. 
 
ArrayCAM® 400-S is Patent Pending 
 
Compliant to the IEC 60825-1 Ed. 3 (2014) standard 

Accuracy disclaimer 
Grace Bio-Labs has prepared this document to guide the user in the operation of the 
ArrayCAM® imaging system. The information contained herein is accurate to the 
best of our knowledge. 

Notations 
Throughout this document, there are three types of notations. The user is advised to 
observe all notations and follow any directions or precautions provided by these 
notations. The notation definitions are provided below. 

 
NOTE!  Indicates a point of advice for the user. 

CAUTION! Indicates the possibility of inaccurate data if the notation is not 
followed. 

 
WARNING! / DANGER!  Indicates the risk of human safety if the notation is not 
followed. 
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Laser Classification and Safety Notations 
This Laser Product is designated as Class 1 during all procedures of operation. 
 
Excitation Laser Parameters: 

  
Wavelength 445 nm 
Laser Power for classification < 39uW 
Laser Power max, internal < 750mW 
Beam Diameter at aperture 25mm 
Divergence θ//  315mRad  

θ⊥  702mRad 
Mode of Operation Continuous Wave 
 

WARNING! 
 

The ArrayCAM® instrument is a Class 1 laser device. It has been equipped with a 
protective housing and safety interlock system. The user is advised not to interfere 
with, remove, or disable the interlock system. It is the sole responsibility of the user 
to observe directions contained in this manual and to avoid using the instrument in 
any way that is inconsistent with these instructions. 

 
 
WARNING! 
 

Do not allow laser light to be directed or reflected toward people or reflective 
objects. Potential damage to skin or eyes is possible if exposed to laser radiation.  

 
 
WARNING! 
 

No user serviceable components inside. Do not remove or open the housing. 
Removal or opening of the housing may result in misalignment or damage to the 
internal components and will void the instrument warranty. Service to the 
instrument is to be performed by authorized factory-trained technicians only. 
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WARNING! 

 
Do not operate laser if defective or the cover or seal is damaged. 

 
 
WARNING! 

 
Do not position the unit so that the power supply is inaccessible. The power supply 
serves as the main disconnect for the system. 

 
 
 CAUTION! 

 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those 
specified herein may result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

 

Decontamination Notation 
WARNING! 

 
If the imaging instrument requires repair, it is the responsibility of the end user to 
properly decontaminate the instrument removing any bio-hazardous material prior 
to returning to Grace Bio-Labs. 
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Labeling 
The ArrayCAM® imaging system is a laser product. The required compliance labels 
have been applied to the back and bottom of the assembly enclosure, as well as 
internally. The internal label will not be visible to the end user. These labels must 
not be removed. Below are reference-only diagrams of the labeling information and 
their placement. 

 

 
 

Label-Back of Enclosure 

  

Protective Housing, 
 Non-Interlocked Label 

Manufacturer’s Identification 
Label with Certification 

Explanatory Data 
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Label-Bottom of Enclosure and Label-Underside of Lid 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Label-Internal to Enclosure 

  

Protective Housing, 
Non-Interlocked Label 

Protective Housing,  
Non-Interlocked Label 
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Theory of operation 
ArrayCAM® is an advanced, sensitive, high-resolution imaging system for protein 
microarray assays. Arrays that can be imaged with the instrument include 
fluorescent near infrared (NIR) and visible quantum-nanocrystal-labeled protein 
assays, total-protein-labeled assays, and colorimetric assays, deposited on porous 
nitrocellulose film. In the case of fluorescence, a diode laser is used to stimulate 
fluorescent emission from quantum nanocrystals, SYPRO® Ruby, or Fast Green 
dyes. In the case of colorimetric assays, light from tungsten-filament lamps is used 
to illuminate the target film for imaging. In both cases the images are captured with 
a sensitive high-density digital camera. Images from the camera are sequentially 
acquired and mathematically combined using proprietary imaging algorithms to 
minimize background noise and enhance assay brightness. 
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Setting up the Instrument 
The ArrayCAM® imaging system is packed in a specially designed box to prevent 
damage during shipment and storage. Retain the packing material and box in the 
event the imaging system requires return to Grace Bio-Labs for repair. 

 
Unpack the ArrayCAM® imaging system, PC and power/USB cables and carefully 
position onto the lab bench. 

NOTE! ArrayCAM® imaging system weighs approximately 9kg (20lb). Take 
care when removing from the shipping box. 

Locate the instrument and PC power supply and connect to a 110V AC wall outlet. 
 

 

Instrument power supply 

 
Connect the power supply to the enclosure power entry and turn on power to 
instrument prior to launching the software. 
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Power connection and Power switch 

 
The blue LED on the front of the instrument will illuminate, indicating the power is 
on and the system is ready. 

 

 

Power Indicator LED 

 

Connect USB cable to enclosure socket. 
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USB port 

Turn on PC, log in. 
 
Connect USB cable to PC. Wait 10 seconds for instrument to enumerate on PC USB 
bus. 
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Configuring the Instrument 

Unlocking the Instrument Cover 
On the rear of the Instrument there is a threaded locking screw. Turn the locking 
screw counterclockwise to unlock the instrument cover. 

 

 
 

Unlocking the instrument cover 

Slide Holder 
The imaging slide is placed into the slide holder accessible through the top of the 
instrument. 
 
Slowly move the cover back until it contacts the internal stops. Access to the slide 
holder is revealed. 
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Instrument cover open 

The ArrayCAM is shipped with a slide holder lock to prevent the slide holder from 
moving during shipment. Remove the slide holder lock by pressing the two springs 
inward and lifting up.  

 

 
 

Removing the Slide Holder Lock 

 
Note! Keep the slide holder lock in a place where you can find it again. You will need 
it if the instrument is shipped again (return for upgrade, for example).  

Slide Holder Lock 
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Slide Holder 

NOTE! Insert the slide with the microarray side facing down. 

 

Placement of imaging slide in instrument 

Slide carriage  Spring-loaded slide retainer 
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Insert the glass slide into the holder with the reading side facing down, using the 
edge of the slide to retract the spring-loaded slide retainer. Ensure that the slide is 
fully seated on the lip of the slide holder and laying flat. 
 
The top (north) end of the microscope slide should always be oriented toward the 
right side of the instrument. 
 
Close the access cover. If not fully closed, the internal safety switches will prevent 
laser operation. 

 

 

Instrument cover closed, prior to imaging 

 

 CAUTION! 
 

 
Always assure that access cover is shut prior to initiating an imaging session. 
Promptly report any questions or problems with the access cover or its 
interlock mechanism to Grace Bio-Labs. Do not use the instrument or 
attempt to acquire images if the housing is defective or damaged. 
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Moving or Shipping 
The ArrayCAM® imaging system is a small bench top system designed to be easily 
moved. Prior to moving: 
 

• Remove any glass slide that may be in the slide holder 
• Turn system off 
• Disconnect the power and USB cables. 

Engage the lid lock screw to prevent the cover lid from forcibly sliding against the 
internal bumper stops. 
 
If the imaging system is being returned to Grace Bio-Labs, insert the slide holder 
lock, engage the cover lock, and pack the system in its original shipping box.  
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Using ArrayCAM® Software 
 

NOTE! ArrayCAM® software is configured for use on Windows 7 , 8, or 10. 
Users are advised to familiarize themselves with Windows operating 
systems prior to using ArrayCAM® software. 

Launching the Software 
Before launching the software, connect the ArrayCAM instrument to the computer 
as indicated in the instrument set up section. Turn on the ArrayCAM instrument. 
 
Click on the shortcut to launch ArrayCAM® software.   
 

 

Locating the software icon 

The software front panel will become visible. 
 

 

Typical view of software front panel 
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Note that the Green status box reads “Imager Ready”.  
 

Troubleshooting Tip: If the status box is orange and reads “Imager Not Connected” 
or the box is not present, the software has not recognized the imager. This is 
typically because either the instrument is not securely connected to the computer, 
or because the instrument power switch is turned off. 

 

 

Imager Not Connected 

Correct the connection or power problem, close and re-launch the software. 
 

NOTE! It is not necessary to have the imager connected in order to perform 
manual or automatic spot analysis. 

Main Menu Bar 
The “Exit” button is used to shut down the software application with saving settings. 
The “X” button is used to shut down the software application without saving new 
settings. Always exit the software prior to disconnecting the instrument or 
powering down the instrument. 

 

  

 

Exit button 

 

X button 

Action Tabs 
Five action tabs will be visible. The operator will use the tabs in the order of left to 
right to configure and operate the instrument, as well as obtain data from acquired 
images. 

 

 

Software action tabs 
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File Info Tab 
The “File Info” tab contains file storage options as well as .gal file data analysis 
options. 

 

 

File Info action tab 

Image File Options 
Choose the image file format by pressing the “Image Type” selector. 

Image types 
Files will be stored as 16-bit TIFF or PNG monochrome images. Use the selector to 
choose the preferred format. 

Image Location 
Images acquired by ArrayCAM® are stored by default in the following directory: 
 
C:\GBL\Images 
 
Images stored in this directory may be copied to other storage devices for analysis 
or archiving purposes. You may select a different destination directory for the saved 
images by pressing the “Browse” button and navigating to a preferred directory. 

 
CAUTION! 
 

Do not delete or move the C:\GBL directory or any of its sub-directories. 
Doing so will cause the software to malfunction. 
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File name 
Enter a value into the “Image File Name Prefix” field to be used as a prefix for saving image 
files. This field may also be left blank. 
 

NOTE!  The image file name indicates the user-defined prefix, followed by a 
date/time stamp, then a location number representing the pad location on 
the slide. To ensure this location ID is aligned with the images below, orient 
the slide “Top=North” to the Right, and pad-side down when loading into 
the instrument. The last section of the file name (_X where “X” represents 
the location ID) will indicate from where on the slide the image was taken. 
See image below for details. 

 
 

 
Example of image file name format 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

File Options 
Use the “Save Images?” switch to save any images taken. Images will be saved in the folder 
identified above.  
 
Use the “Universal time?” switch to select whether to save files with universal time stamps 
or local time stamps. Check the box (Yes) to use Universal timestamp, and Uncheck the box 
(No) to use the local timestamp. The timestamp is added to the saved image name as a 
unique identifier. 
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Automated Spot Analysis Options 

Gal file controls and displays 
These options are used to load a navigational .gal file for automated spot detection. 
See section entitled “Automated Image Analysis” for more information on this topic. 

Analysis options 
The “Analysis Options” control cluster enables certain features of auto analysis. See 
the Automated Image Analysis section for use of automated spot analysis. 

Configure Imager Tab 

General Information 
The “Configure Imager” tab enables preselection of areas of the slide to reduce the 
file size of the resulting image. 
 

 

The Configure Imager action tab 
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This tab is where you select the area of each slide to image. Within this tab is a sub set of 
configuration tabs showing various configurations of film slides coated with nitrocellulose. 
Simply click on an area to select it for scanning. The selected area turns green. Multiple 
areas may be selected from one slide type. Press “SELECT ALL” to select all areas. Press 
“DESELECT ALL” to deselect all areas.  
 

           

Pad Deselected  and Pad Selected 

 

Reminder: If you wish to save array images (normally true), make sure the “Save Images” 
option under the File Info tab is checked.  
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Slide Configurations 

16-Pad slide configuration 
This configuration tab will be selected when the array is configured as sixteen (16) 
individual pads on a single microscope slide, as shown. 
 

 

16-Pad microscope slide 

 

 

 

16-pad location 
identification 

 

16-Pad configuration tab 
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4-Pad and 64-pad slide configuration 
Use this configuration tab to image either four (4) equally-spaced pads or sixty-four (64) 
pads on a single microscope slide as shown.  
 

 

4-Pad microscope slide 

 

64-pad microscope slide 
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4-and 64-Pad configuration tab 
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24-Pad slide configuration 
This configuration tab will be selected when the array is configured as twenty-four (24) 
pads on a single microscope slide.  
 

 

24-Pad microscope slide 

 

 

 

24- Pad configuration tab 
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8-Pad slide configuration 
This configuration tab will be selected when the array is configured as eight (8) pads on a 
single microscope slide.  
 

 

8-Pad microscope slide 

 
 

 
 

8-Pad configuration tab 
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Image Control Tab 
The “Image Control” tab contains image capture and display controls. Along the 
right side of this tab are tools for Image Inspection, including those used in manual 
and automated generation of spot statistics. 

 

 

Image Control action tab 
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Image Capture Controls 
This panel contains the controls that are used to configure the image acquisition. 
 

 
 

Imager control panel 

 

Label 
Use the “Label” selector to choose which fluorescent or colorimetric label is being used for 
the image. 
 

 
 

Label selection 

Exposure time 
Use the “Exposure Time” selector to choose the camera shutter speed. You can select from 
1ms to 2.5s.  
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Exposure time selector 

 
For a dilute protein array, an exposure time of 100-200ms is recommended. The operator 
may need to try some different settings to obtain optimum performance for the particular 
assay. 
 

NOTE!      Selection of exposure times greater than 500ms will result in very 
long acquisition times. Exposure time selections in excess of 500ms should 
only be used for very dilute assays. 

 

Acquisition time 
Use the “Acquisition Time” selector to choose the preferred image acquisition period. You 
can select from 1 second to 16 seconds. 
 

 

Acquisition time selector 

For fluorescence assays, a typical acquisition period is between 1 and 4 seconds. Larger 
periods will improve the spot brightness and increase signal-to-noise of the measurement, 
but will require corresponding longer acquisition times. 

Gain 
Use the “Gain” slide to select the electronic gain. A larger gain will increase the brightness 
of the image and will slightly decrease the signal-to-noise. 
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Gain control 

Recommended basic acquisition setup parameters are as follows: 
 

Parameter Value 
Exposure Time 200ms 
Acquisition Time 1s 
Gain 50 

 
After configuring the scan parameters press “Capture” to image the preselected areas. Keep 
in mind that all selected areas will be imaged with the same settings. If you wish to image 
both dilute and concentrated assays on the same slide, you may wish to select these areas 
in separate imaging sessions with different settings, or image the same areas more than 
once, adjusting the settings accordingly. 
 
The progress bar and the square for each sector will fill during the imaging routine for each 
selected area.  
 

 

 

Capture button Acquisition progress indicators 

WARNING! 
 

The ArrayCAM® contains an internal laser source that is not considered eye-
safe. The ArrayCAM® has been configured with a double interlock to prevent 
exposure to laser radiation. The user is advised not to interfere with or 
disable the interlock system. 
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When the current image acquisition is finished, the image will appear in the Main Image 
Display window.  

Onscreen Display Adjustments 
Note: These settings do not affect the analysis output, only the visual representation as 
shown in the Displaying window. Pixel intensity values are not impacted by the 
adjustments made in this section.  

Display adjustments  
Use the “BCG” controls to electronically adjust the onscreen image for areas of interest or 
spot identification and selection. 
 
Use the BCG controls to change the brightness, contrast, and gamma settings for the 
displayed image. 
 

 

BCG controls 

Reticle 
You can place a 2mmx2mm reticle on the center of the image by pressing the “Reticle” 
button. This marker retains scale to the image when zooming in and out. 
 

 

Color inversion, display enhancement, and reticle controls  
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Color inversion 
You may invert the monochrome image by pressing the “Invert Color” button. For 
colorimetric images, this is required prior to performing any spot finding analyses. 

Display enhance 
The “Display Enhance” slide control is used to brighten the image.  

Display diminish 
The “Display Diminish” slide control is used to reduce background intensity. 

Rotate image 
The “Rotate Image” switch is used to rotate the image prior to spot location and analysis. 
This function does not rotate an image prior to acquisition. It only rotates an image that has 
been acquired or has been loaded from disk. The maximum amount of rotation is five (5) 
degrees clockwise or counterclockwise. Press the “Rotate Image” switch to bring up the 
rotation dialog window. 
 

 
 

Brings up: 
 

 
 

Use the “Direction” switch to rotate LEFT (counterclockwise) or RIGHT (clockwise). Enter 
the number of fractional degrees, then press “OK”. 
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Image palette 
The image color palette may be selected with the “Palette Selection” selector button. 
Various types of display colors are available according to the operator preference. When 
using “Monochrome” display, you may select the monochrome color that represents 
brighter (high value) pixels. 
 

 

  

 

Palette selector 

 

 

Monochrome color selector 

 

Image Measures 
Once an image is captured, ArrayCAM Software Image Measures functions enable the user 
to produce statistical spot data either manually or via automated tools. Following a brief 
introduction to some of the tools available in this view, instructions are provided for both 
manual and automated generation of spot statistical data. 

Image tool bar 
The image tool bar is located along the upper right corner of the Main Image Display. These 
are basic cursor selections used in the manual image inspection process. Use the magnifier 
selection to zoom in for greater detail display. To zoom out when the “magnifier” is 
selected, hold the “Shift” key down when clicking the viewing area. Use the hand grabber 
tool to move the image around to isolate a specific area of interest. Use the rectangle and 
ellipse tools to select regions of interest. 

 

Image tool bar—ellipse tool shown selected 
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Image information 
The “Image Info” display field shows data based on the cursor/mouse position on the 
image. Data displayed includes pixel intensity, pixel (vertical, horizontal) location within 
the image, the image mean value, the image maximum value, and the image minimum 
value. Note: spot saturation correlates with a pixel intensity of 65,535.   
 

 

Image Information indicator 

Image name 
The “Image Name” indicator field shows the current image file name. 
 

 

Image Name indicator 

Settings 
The “Settings” indicator field shows the imager settings used when the current image was 
acquired. 
 

 

Settings indicator 

Spot screening 
This is the fastest and simplest means of evaluating data in the current image. To quickly 
identify image intensity at specific locations in the image, simply mouse over the location, 
and view the pixel intensity value in the “Image Info” field. Image signal is considered 
saturated at 65,535. This can be done at any level of zoom, and without drawing circles 
around the spots. This function is especially useful during the set-up phase of an 
experiment as the user is dialing in the image capture settings.   

Spot measurements 
ArrayCAM software provides two different methods for evaluating spot attributes. These 
are called Manual Measures and Automated Image Analysis. Each will be described 
separately. 
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NOTE! It is not necessary to have the imager connected in order to perform 
manual or automatic spot analysis. 

Manual Measures (Man) 
The manual image inspection functions enable the user to generate statistical data on a 
limited number (10) spots to determine spot measures, background measures, spot size, 
signal-to-background values. To use these functions, first load an image into the Main 
Image Display. It can be helpful to use the magnifying glass tool to zoom in on an area to be 
inspected. 

 

Manual Measures Controls 

 

Intensity measure 
There are three selections available for spot intensity measurement: Volume, Mean, and 
Median. The Volume selection calculates the total intensity within the area of the spot and 
normalizes it by the spot area calculated from the “Nominal Spot Diameter” selection (see 
below). The Mean selection calculates the mean of the spot intensity over the area defined 
by the circle drawn around the spot. The Median selection calculates the median intensity 
within the circle drawn around the spot. 

Background settings 
There are two background calculation methods, Annular and Donut. These options are 
available by drop down menu in the “Bkg Method” selector.  
 
The Donut method results in two concentric ellipses. The area within the inner ellipse is 
measured as the spot area, and the space between the inner and outer ellipse is used for 
the background. 
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Donut Background Method 

 

The Annular method results in three concentric ellipses. The area within the inner ellipse is 
measured as the spot area, and the space between the outer two ellipses (rings) is used for 
the background. This method excludes the area between the inner most ellipse and the 
middle ellipse (ring) in the calculations. This can help to eliminate spot tailing into the 
background region.  

 

Annular Background Method 

Next, set the size of the background circle to be used in the background calculations. Use 
the “Bkg Diameter” control to enter the size (diameter) of the background. A value of 2.0 
will create a background twice the diameter of the spot you have selected. 
 
Finally, set the “Annular Ring Thk %” (ring thickness percentage). If using the “Annular” 
ellipse, choose the thickness of the inner ellipse area by typing a value in the field or using 
the up/down arrows. The number chosen will represent the percentage of the middle 
ellipse diameter compared to the size of the outer ellipse. A value of 75% is recommended. 
 
Reminder: If using the “Donut” ellipse, the ring thickness section will be unavailable. 
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Background OD area control 

 

Intensity correction 
There are four possible background correction methods available. These are: Signal-
Background, Signal/Background, (Signal-Background)/Background and (Signal-
Background)/Stdev_Background. Use the Intensity Correction selector to choose one of the 
four available methods. 
 

 

Intensity Correction Selector 

 

Nominal spot diameter 
Use this control to enter the nominal spot diameter that corresponds to the microarray 
print file. When using the Volume Intensity Measure, the total intensity of the spot will be 
divided by the area of the spot as defined by the Nominal Spot Diameter control. 

Spot selection 
Using the ellipse tool, left-click near the center of a spot and, while holding down the left 
mouse button, drag the pointer until an ellipse forms around the spot. 
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Ellipse defining the spot of interest 

If the ellipse is not centered where you want it, simply click the green circumference line or 
the ellipse center and drag the ellipse to center it. You may also re-size the ellipse by 
clicking on one of its handles and dragging the circumference to resize in either the vertical 
or horizontal direction. 
 
Note: Clicking on the image anywhere except on the circumference of the circle will cause 
the circle to extinguish and you will need to re-draw the circle. 

Multiple spot inspection 
It is possible to analyze more than one spot at a time by drawing an ellipse around any 
additional spots, up to 10. To do so, draw an ellipse around the first spot, once finished, 
press and hold down the <control> key on the keyboard and using your mouse, click on 
another spot and drag until an ellipse is created around it. Repeat this process by holding 
the <control> key and creating more ellipses. Release the <control> key when the desired 
ellipses are selected. Again, you may re-size or re-center any ellipse. BE SURE TO ALWAYS 
HOLD DOWN THE CONTROL KEY WHEN SELECTING MORE THAN ONE ELLIPSE! If you do 
not, all ellipses will be deleted and you will need to start over.  

Generate spot statistics 
Once you have all the ellipses around the spots to be analyzed, you may start the analysis. 
Press “Set” to begin analysis. At any time, you may press the “Clear” button to clear all 
identified spots. You can also add additional ellipses (up to 10) after you have pressed the 
“Set” key. 
 

 

Set and Clear buttons 

The software will place circles around each spot you have selected, as well as background 
circles. Each pair of circles will be enumerated 1-10. 
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Multiple spots using donut background method 
 

 

Single spot using annular background method 

 

Spot statistics 
When the “Set” button is pressed, the software will calculate the spot statistics. On the 
lower right-hand side of the Image Control tab, several parameters will be displayed. 
(Signal is abbreviated as Sig. Background is abbreviated as Bkg.) The parameters are: 
 

• Spot Diameter (microns)  
• Spot Intensity  
• Background intensity  
• Measure Result  
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Statistics for a single spot 

“Spot Intensity” displays the calculated intensity using the Volume, Mean, or Median 
method. Background intensity displays the calculated intensity using the Donut or Annular 
Ring method.  
 

NOTE! Background intensity is calculated on the basis of median for the 
Volume and Median methods and on the basis of mean for the Mean 
method. See Appendix A: Calculation of Spot Statistics. 

“Measure Result” indicates the calculated result of the spot-to-background value, using the 
method selected in “Intensity Correction” above. 
 
See Appendix A for additional information on the how the spot statistics are calculated. 
 
Because you may have more than one spot marked, you may use the “Spot Data” button to 
select which of the spots for which you wish to show the analysis in this view. Change this 
selector to reveal the statistics for other individual spots.   
 
Data for all selected spots is displayed together in the “Image Inspection Results” tab. This 
tab contains a table summarizing the manual image inspection results described above. 
From this tab, you may save the table to a text file by pressing the “Save Table” button. You 
may also create a report from the table by pressing the “Report” button. Prior to creating a 
report, you may enter the “Laboratory Name” and the “Investigator Name” as well as any 
“Notes” into the provided fields. When creating a report, the software opens the report in 
the default HTML browser window. From this window, you may print the report in the 
same way you would print any page from the browser. 
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Automated Image Analysis 
This section describes the ArrayCAM software Automated Image Analysis function suitable 
for locating and quantitating microarray spots.  
 
Generally speaking, a microarray can be composed of a single grid of spots or a collection of 
grids known as “sub-arrays” or “blocks.” In the most general case, sub-arrays can be 
printed with different spot locations (configurations) in each sub-array. Grace Bio-Labs 
ArrayCAM Automated Image Analysis applies to the specific case in which each sub-array 
of the microarray has been printed with the same configuration: each sub-array must have 
the same spot size, same number of columns, and the same number of rows. Additionally, 
both the column pitch and row pitch must be equal and be the same in each sub-array. 
However, the actual content printed in each sub-array can vary. Blanks in the spot locations 
are acceptable. To use this feature to full advantage, it is advised to print slides to include 
fiducial spots as indicated in Appendix B, however, this is not a requirement. 
 

NOTE! ArrayCAM software may be used to quantitate microarray images 
obtained from conventional scanners. However, the images must be in 
uncompressed “TIFF” format and must be a single image per file. 

In order to use the automated analysis function, the user must first create and load a 
control file. This file is referred to as the “navigational gal file.” The navigational gal file 
uses information from the automated print run to specify the locations of all spots in each 
sub-array. Creation of the navigational gal file type is described in Appendix B. In the 
following, it is assumed that you have already created the gal file and it is available for 
loading. 

Load analysis input files 
Select the File Info tab. Press “Load Navigational .gal File” to load the navigational gal file. 
   

 

Load File buttons 

The software will populate the two spreadsheet fields “.gal File” and “.gal Summary” with 
the .gal control data. These fields allow for visual reference of the .gal file only. Changes to 
these tables must be made in the original file, and are not editable in the ArrayCAM 
software. 
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.gal File 
 
This display contains header information as well as feature location data. 
 

  

File Info Tab— .gal File Options 

.gal Summary 
 
This display contains a summary of the .gal file header data. 
 

 

.gal File Summary data 
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.gal File Location 
 
This display contains the path of the .gal file that is loaded. 
 

 
 

.gal File Location 
 

Analysis Options 
In this section, users can specify where to save the outputs from analysis. The location in 
which the results are saved is indicated here. These locations can be changed by clicking 
the file beside the corresponding window. 
 

 

Analysis Options 

.gal Configuration 
This graphic displays a pictorial of the .gal file individual blocks (sub-arrays) for reference. 
 

 
 

.gal Configuration graphic 
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Auto measures 
With the .gal file loaded, the user can now begin the automated image analysis process. In 
the Image Control tab, bring up the “Auto” Measures Tab: 
 

 

Auto Measures Tab 

 
Verify that the image to be analyzed is open in the Main Image Display. Do this by either 
using the “Open Image” button, or by imaging a slide.  
 

 

Displayed Image 

 
Prior to beginning the auto measurement process, select the measurement methods as with 
Manual Measures. The method controls are located in the Measures (Auto) cluster as 
shown below. 
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Auto Measures Cluster 

There are two provisions of the automated analysis. In the first provision (Fiducial 
Template Provision), an image recognition template is used to enable automatic detection of 
the fiducial spots and hence the entire sub-array. This recognition template is constructed 
by the user with the aid of the software. The second provision (Non-Fiducial Provision) is 
appropriate when the microarray does not have fiducials in the top row. The two 
provisions will be discussed separately. 

Fiducial template provision 
Click the “Create of Select Fiducial Template” button with the red spot, which is located on 
the lower right portion of the display.  
 

 

Create or Select Fiducial Template button 

A window will pop up, providing several options. In the present provision, we will be using 
the “New Template” option. 
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Fiducial Template Dialog 

 

Press “New Template” as shown. 
 

 

“New Template” option in Spot Identification Dialog 

A window will pop up that provides instructions for the next step. Review the information 
in the window and then press “OK.” 
 

 

Instructional Window for Fiducial Identification Rectangle 
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This window will close and a new window will pop up that contains a representation of the 
current image. You can use the magnifying glass tool and click the left mouse button to 
zoom in or press the shift key and click the left mouse button to zoom out. Make sure the 
entire top row of spots is visible. 
 

 

Fiducial Identification Placement Window 

Select the rectangle tool in the upper left hand corner of the window: 
 

 

Tool Selection 

Make a rectangle surrounding the fiducial spots in the upper row as illustrated below. The 
rectangle should touch the spots on the left and right edges, as well as enclose the row on 
the top and bottom. Although the exact placement is not critical, the rectangle should 
completely enclose the row of spots without cutting through any spots in the first row. 
Even though the image may be rotated, the spot location algorithm will tolerate the 
rotation. Therefore, the rectangle does not need to touch all the spots, but should enclose 
all of them completely. 
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Correct Placement of Fiducial Identification Rectangle 

When you are finished creating the rectangle, press “OK.” You will be prompted to save 
your fiducial template. The default folder is C:\GBL\Gal\Templates, but the template can be 
saved in any folder. 
 

 

“OK” button in Fiducial Location Window 

 

Click the “Analyze with Fiducial Template” button with the green checkmark, which is 
located on the lower right portion of the display.  
 

 

Analyze with Fiducial Template button 

 
The spot location algorithm will proceed and you will see the following message.  
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Spot location in progress 

When the progress bar is complete, the results of the location will be shown in a new spot-
location overview popup window. 
 

 

Results of Spot Location Algorithm 

Within this window, there are several functions that the operator may use to gain insight 
into the analysis results and the microarray print quality. These will be discussed 
individually. 

Brightness and Dark Level 
Two controls are provided to enhance the brightness of the image and reduce the dark 
level. These do not affect the actual image data, but permit a visual improvement in the 
display only.  
 

 

Brightness and Dark Level Controls 
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Overlay ON/OFF 
This switch may be used to show the spot location circles as overlays on the image, or in 
the OFF position, the circles are removed and only the image is displayed. 
 

 
 

Overlay ON/OFF Switch 
 

Spot Information Display 
This is a rectangular region in which spot intensity and location information is displayed. 
Move the mouse cursor over a spot circle and this box will display the information. The 
displayed data are: Image Size (pixels), Magnification, Image Depth, Pixel Intensity, and 
Pixel Location (pixels). 
 

 

Spot Information Display 

Spot Enumeration Display 
This is a rectangular region in which certain text information about a particular spot is 
displayed. Move the mouse cursor over a spot circle and this box will display the 
information. The displayed data are: Spot Number, Spot Diameter, Row Number, Column 
Number, and whether a parametric flag has been determined for this spot. Refer to the end 
of this section for more information about spot flags. 
 

 

Spot Enumeration Display 

3D Projection 
Due to the nature of the printing and the microarray development processes, spots can 
often be irregular in shape. When this occurs, the spot location algorithm may flag some 
spots as being irregular or having very low signal-to-noise. These flags are shown as circles 
with a diagonal slash through them and are orange in color. You may gain some insight into 
why a spot is flagged as such by enclosing the spot with the rectangle tool or the ellipse tool 
and the pressing “3D” button.  
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“3D” button in Location Results Window 

 
A window will pop up that provides a three-dimensional graph of the spot intensity.  
 

 

3D View Pop-up Window 

 

You can click and hold inside the white graph area and drag the mouse to obtain various 
views of the 3D image. 
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3D views of spot intensity 

 

When finished with this view, press “Exit” to return to the spot location overview. 
 

NOTE! Take care not to include more than about four spots in the 
rectangular region. Including too many spots will slow down the 3D viewing 
process. 

Moving single spots 
Sometimes, when spots have an irregular shape or if they have low signal-to-noise values, 
the algorithm may center on features of the spot rather than the spot center-of-mass. In 
these instances, it may be desirable to move the spot location circle. Do this by selecting the 
oval tool: 

 

Spot Movement Tools 

It may be helpful to use the magnifier glass tool to expand the view of the image first. Then 
use the oval tool to draw a circle over where you wish for the spot to be located. An 
example is shown below. 
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Creating a New Spot Location 

 

You may additionally move the drawn oval by pressing the arrow keys repeatedly. 
 

 

Use Arrow Keys to Move Spot Circle 

 

Once you have the circle positioned, press the “Set” button. The “Enter” key on the 
keyboard may also be used. 
 

 

Set Button Used to Lock Location of Spot Circle 

The original orange circle will disappear and a new, red circle with a slash through it will 
appear at the chosen position. The red color indicates that the circle has been positioned 
manually.  
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Red Circle Indicating New Manual Spot Location 

 

To reduce the possibility that manual adjustments may affect a nearby spot, a spot 
adjustment range control is provided. 
 

 

Spot Adjustment Range Control 

 

Use this control to adjust how far you can move a spot circle in one attempt. A low setting 
will provide fine control over spot location movement and a high setting will enable large 
movements at once.  
 
An example of three spots moved manually is shown below. 
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Microarray Image With Manually-adjusted Spot Locations 

Moving and aligning several spots 
It is also possible to move several spots at once. First, select the rectangle tool as shown. 
 

 
 

Using the rectangle tool, completely surround the group of spots to be moved. In the 
following example, seven spots are to be moved to the right and downward. The rectangle 
is surrounding the seven spots. 
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Now press the “Group” button as shown below. 
 

 
 

Square boxes will surround all seven spots individually. 
 

 
 

Using the arrow keys, move the group of boxes to the preferred location of the spots. 
 

 
 

Now press “Set” or the “Enter” key. The spot circles will move to the destination locations. 
 

 
 

If you wish to continue to move the group, you can continue to press the arrow keys and 
then “Set” or “Enter” to move the spots to the new destination. Once you are finished, you 
may click anywhere to extinguish the boxes and reveal the new spot locations. 
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After you click once, the spots become ungrouped. To move them more, you must repeat 
the grouping procedure as above. 
 
To align a group of spots vertically, use the same procedure as above to group a set of 
spots. However, instead of moving the group with the arrow keys, simply press the “Align 
Vert” button. The group of spots will align on the same horizontal line. Afterward, they can 
be moved as a group. 

Recalculation 
When all manual adjustments have been made, press the “Recalculate” button to re-
calculate statistics for all spots based on the current locations. If you do not press 
“Recalculate” you will lose all manual adjustments and the statistics saved in the results 
text file (see below) will correspond to automatically-derived data. 
 

 
 

Recalculate Button for Repeating Spot Statistics Calculation 

Save Map and Load Map 
During the manual adjustment of spot locations, the operator is creating new location 
indices for each spot that is manually adjusted. It may be useful to save these locations so 
that they can be applied to a different image that might have similar spot offsets. After 
adjusting any spot locations necessary, press “Save Map.” A browse window will pop up to 
permit saving the spot locations in a text file. Later, when the same location map is 
required, press “Load Map” and you can retrieve the saved map. When the saved map is 
retrieved, it will automatically be applied to the image and the spot statistics will be re-
calculated. 

Analysis text file 
When you are entirely finished with the spot location process, press “OK.” The window will 
close and statistics for all spots will be calculated and stored in a results file in text format. 
The text file will be located in the location specified on the File Info tab. 
Each file will be created using the image name as the prefix of the results file name. These 
output files may be opened in Excel or any text editor program. The analysis text file 
provides a listing of the results of the auto analysis. There is a header that provides 
summary information about the overall analysis, followed by a spot-by-spot listing of the 
results of the auto analysis. The individual columns in the analysis section are: 
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Block 
Column 
Row 
ID 
Name 
Type 
Expected location (pixels) 
Actual location (pixels) 
Spot measure 
Background measure 
Expected signal-to-background result 
Actual signal-to-background result 
Difference between actual and expected signal-to-background 

 
The automated image analysis function uses the navigational gal file for initial spot finding 
information, but also generates the actual locations of where the spots were found and 
includes these locations in the results file as a separate column. 
 
See Appendix A for additional information on the how the spot statistics are calculated. 

Re-using a fiducial template 
When initiating an automated spot finding analysis, you may have already created a fiducial 
template earlier. You can re-use this template during the automated spot finding by 
clicking the “Open From File” option at the template pop-up step: 
 

 

Fiducial Template Dialog 

 

This avoids the need to re-create the template for images that have similar fiducial 
patterns. 
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Batch analysis 
Batch analysis can be used to automatically analyze several images at a time as long as they 
have the same .gal file and fiducial template. Before starting a batch analysis, do the 
following: 
 

• Place all images to be processed in one folder. The name of this folder will appear in 
the name of the file containing the batch results. 

• On the File Info tab, set the Image Location to the folder containing images to be 
processed. 

• (Recommended) Create a new folder for batch outputs. Batch analysis will generate 
many files, so a separate folder will help with file organization. 

• On the File Info tab, set the Location to Save Analysis Results to the above folder. 
• Create a fiducial template. If images with multiple blocks are being analyzed, the 

fiducial template must be for only block. 

  
Click the “Batch Analysis” button with the gear, which is located on the lower right portion 
of the display.  
 

 

Batch Analysis button 

A file dialog window will appear. Confirm that it is showing the folder containing the 
images for batch processing and click the “Current Folder” button.  
 

 

Current Folder button 

Another file dialog window will appear. Select the appropriate fiducial template and click 
“OK”. 
 

 

OK button 

A progress bar will show how many images have been analyzed. If you wish to cancel the 
batch, click the “Abort” button below the progress bar. 
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Batch Analysis Progress Bar 

When the batch analysis is complete, a Summary Report will appear on the screen. For each 
block analyzed, the report tells how many fiducials were found and how many spots met 
the criteria specified in the Params window. This report is also saved as a text file in the 
specified Location to Save Analysis Results (File Info tab). If more than one set of images 
was analyzed, a Summary Report for the next set will appear when you click “OK”. 
 

 

Summary Report 

The results from the Batch Analysis will be saved as <timestamp>_<Image 
Location>_BatchAnalysis.txt in the file name in the folder specified as the Location to Save 
Analysis Results on the File Info tab. Also in this folder, a file called  <timestamp>_<Image 
Location>_Parameters.txt will contain information about the analysis parameters that were 
used. 
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Post Batch Inspection 
After running Batch Analysis, you may wish to view the results of the spot finding 
algorithm for a particular block. This can be achieved using the Post Batch Inspection. First, 
click the File Info tab and set the Image Location and Location to Save Analysis Results to 
the folder where the Batch Analysis results were saved. Click the Image Control tab, then 
click the “Open Image” button and select the block of interest. Confirm that all analysis 
settings are consistent with settings used during Batch Analysis. With the single block 
image loaded, click the “Post Batch Inspection” button. 
 
 

 

Post Batch Inspection Button 

 

A new window will pop up showing the results of the location analysis. From this point 
onward, all of the remaining functionality is the same as with the Fiducial Template 
Provision and so the descriptions will not be repeated. 
 

Non-fiducial provision 
This method of automated spot detection applies when you do not have fiducial spots in the 
first row of the microarray. The method is similar to the Fiducial Template Provision, 
except that now a recognition template is not used. To illustrate this technique, we shall 
use an example of an image corresponding to a microarray having four sub-arrays 
arranged side-by-side. Each microarray has 17 rows and 17 columns. Having loaded the 
image in the software, the display appears as follows. 
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Example of Microarray Image with Four Sub-arrays 

In the beginning, we will analyze only the first 17x17 sub-array (block) on the left side of 
the image. 
 
Click the “Analyze with Spot Mapping Key” button with the green checkmark, which is 
located on the lower right portion of the display.  
 

 

Analyze with Spot Mapping Key button 

 
An instructional window will pop up.  
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Non-fiducial Rectangle Placement Information Window 

 

Read the message provided, then press “OK”. This window will close and a window will pop 
up as shown. 
 

 

Non-fiducial Placement Display Window 
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Using the rectangle tool, create a rectangular region surrounding the spots in the top row 
that correspond to the navigational gal file loaded earlier. In the present example, we have 
used a gal file that corresponds to only the first 17 columns of the microarray, so we 
position the rectangle around the first 17 spots in the first row. 
 

 

Example of Correctly Placed Location Rectangle 

After positioning the rectangle, press “OK.” The spot location algorithm will proceed and a 
new window will pop up showing the results of the location analysis. 
 

 

Results of Non-fiducial Spot Location Algorithm 
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From this point onward, all of the remaining functionality is the same as with the Fiducial 
Template Provision and so the descriptions will not be repeated. 
 
As a further extension of the Non-Fiducial Provision, we can analyze all spots in the 
microarray if we choose. To accomplish this, we would need to load a navigational gal file 
that corresponds to 17 rows by 68 columns, which is the entire microarray. Assuming we 
have loaded the 17x68 navigational gal file, press the “Identify” button, then the “Manual” 
button, then “Continue,” and “OK.” This time, position the rectangle around the entire top 
row of spots. Then press “OK.” 
 

 

Positioning of the Location Rectangle for Spot Finding Entire Microarray 

The automated spot finding will proceed and when finished, the display will appear as 
follows. 

 

Results of Non-fiducial Spot Location Algorithm for Entire Microarray 

Again, from this point onward, all of the functionality is the same as with the Fiducial 
Template Provision and so the descriptions will not be repeated. 

Analysis parameter selection 
The automated spot finding algorithm utilizes various parameters to control the location 
and evaluation of spots in the microarray. Several parameters can be adjusted by the 
operator to customize the spot finding for a particular microarray configuration. To make 
these adjustments, press the “Params” button. 
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“Params” Button 

 

This will bring up a window providing the options to change the various spot search 
parameters. 
 

 

Spot-search parameters window 

 

Each of these parameters will be described according to their functionality, effect on spot 
finding, and their values. The user is encouraged to experiment with these parameters in 
order to optimize the spot finding for each microarray configuration.  
 
Note: In the following, the expected spot center is the center of the spot as calculated from 
the .gal file. The actual spot center is the center of the spot as derived from the spot 
location algorithm. 
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Spot Search Diameter:  This sets the maximum distance about the expected spot center to 
search for the actual spot center. The units are in spot diameters. A smaller value narrows 
the search to reduce the time required to find the spot. For example, a setting of 1.5 will 
permit searching within 1.5 diameters of the expected spot location. It is recommended that 
this parameter be set in the range 1.0 to 1.5 diameters. Increasing this parameter improves 
the ability to find a spot that is printed far off from where it is expected to be. However, 
setting this parameter too large increases the possibility that a nearby spot will interfere 
with finding the spot of interest. 
 
Spot Evaluation Diameter: This sets the maximum distance about the located spot center 
to evaluate the spot parameters such as actual diameter and intensity, once the actual spot 
center is found. The units are in spot diameters. For example, a setting of 1.5 will permit 
evaluation of the spot within a diameter of 1.5 times the spot diameter that is in the 
navigational gal file, yet centered on the actual spot. The recommended range is 1.0 to 1.5. 
 
Spot Detection Sensitivity: This tells the algorithm how sensitively to search for the spot 
relative to the background. A high-sensitivity setting will locate spots of very low intensity 
compared to the background but may sometimes cause detection of background noise. A 
lower sensitivity will limit the spot finding to intensity levels that are increasingly above 
the background. Values in the range 25% to 75% are recommended. 
 
Spot Diameter Flag (Lower Limit): Flags spots in the results text file when the evaluated 
diameter is less than the flag limit. Units are in diameters. This setting has no effect on the 
spot location algorithm performance. 
 
Spot Diameter Flag (Upper Limit): Flags spots in the results text file when the evaluated 
diameter is greater than the flag limit. Units are in diameters. This setting has no effect on 
the spot location algorithm performance. 
 
Spot Circularity:  Flags spots in the results text file when the circularity (aspect ratio) 
exceeds the percentage set. The aspect ratio is the ratio of the vertical diameter to the 
horizontal diameter. This setting has no effect on the spot location algorithm performance. 
 
Max Spot Offset:  Limits the location algorithm to finding a spot within the set limit. For 
example, a limit of 1.5 will limit the offset relative to the expected location to 1.5 nominal 
spot diameters. If the spot is not found within the setting limit, a spot circle of nominal 
diameter is drawn at the expected location, is flagged with a slash, and the circle will be 
orange in color. 
 
Printer Vertical Drift:  Enables a uniform correction to the vertical spot locations to 
improve spot location when there is a drift in the microarray vertical pitch.  
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Search Mode: Performs the spot location once or twice, depending on whether the switch is 
set to “One Time” or “Iterative.” This can improve spot location performance under some 
circumstances, such as when the printing locations are erratic, but doubles the analysis 
time. 
 
Normalize Volume?  This tells the software to divide the volume metric results by the 
nominal spot area as derived from the gal file. This reduces the size of the values obtained 
from the volume measurements. 
 
Restrict Diameter?  This tells the software whether to restrict the derived spot diameters to 
a value equal to the nominal spot diameter from the gal file. 
 
Spot Types To Analyze:  This set of switches tells the spot location algorithm which type of 
spots to look for in the microarray. Click on the LEDs to turn the spot types on or off. 
 

 

The spot designation types are listed in column 6 in the navigational gal file as described 
above. It is recommended to turn off any types that are not of interest, in order to save time 
during the automated spot location routine. 

Settings Controls 
Normally, the parameters will assume their last-used values when the software is started. 
Press “Default Values” to set all parameters to their factory default values. You can save the 
parameter settings in a custom file for later use by using the “Save” and “Load” functions. 
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Product Specifications 

Slide Specification 
Parameter Specification 
Slide Standard clear glass microscope slide: 25 x 75mm (1 

x 3in), 0.95 to 1.02mm thick 
4 Pad LBC Nitrocellulose Each pad 20 x 15mm, centered with 3mm space 

between, single column, linear barcode at bottom 
4 Pad Nitrocellulose Each pad 15 x 15mm, centered with 3mm space 

between, single column 
16 Pad Nitrocellulose Each pad 6.5 x 6.5mm, centered with 2.5 space 

between, two column 
Full Pad Nitrocellulose Single pad 21 x 71mm, centered 
8 Pad Nitrocellulose Each pad 15 x 6.5mm, single column 
24 Pad Nitrocellulose Each pad 5 x 6mm, 8 rows of three pads each 
64 Pad Nitrocellulose Each pad 3 x 3.5mm, 16 rows of four pads each 

 

Optical Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Optical Characteristics  
Peak excitation wavelength 400 –  460 nm 
Optional emission filters 525nm, 585nm, 605nm, 625nm, 655nm, 

705nm, and 800nm 
Fluorophore type Quantum Nanoparticle 

Colorimetric 
SYPRO® Ruby (655nm filter) 
Fast Green (800nm filter) 

  
Imager Characteristics  
Pixel class 5MP 
Image format 2560 x 1920 
Image resolution 10µm (approximate) 
Default Image type 16bit TIFF, monochrome 
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Electrical Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Input Power  
Power Supply Input 120 – 240 VAC, 50-60Hz 
Power Supply Output 24VDC, 15W 

USB Interface Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Protocol  
Instrument to PC USB 2.0 Full Speed 
  
Cabling  
Instrument to PC USB 2.0 Female A to Male A extension 

cable. Length configurable to 10ft 
 

Mechanical Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Dimensions  
Overall Dimensions (Metric) 20.9cm x 26.9cm x 35.6cm (WxDxH) 
Overall Dimensions (SAE) 8.23in x 10.6in x 14.02in (WxDxH) 
  
Weight  
Overall Weight (Metric) 8.89 kg 
Overall Weight (SAE) 19.6 lb 

 

Environmental Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Temperature  
Operating 15 to 35 degC 
Storage 10 to 40 degC 
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Care and Cleaning Specifications 
Parameter Specification 
Recommended Cleaning Method  
Optics Instrument optics are not visible to 

operator. No cleaning is required. 
Slide Carriage Wipe down carriage with isopropyl 

alcohol and lens wipes (or other lint-free 
wipes). 

Outside enclosure Unplug power supply, and gently scrub 
with dish soap and water. Towel or air 
dry. 

General Care  
Handling DO NOT DROP! Delicate optics are 

enclosed in the instrument. The 
instrument should be handled in a 
manner similar to handling a microscope 
or expensive camera. 

Regular Maintenance There are no maintenance requirements 
for the instrument 

 

PC Minimum Requirements 
Parameter Specification 
Hardware  
           Monitor 1920x1080 (1080p) HD display 
      Processor Intel i5 or i7. (i7 recommended) 
      Graphics 1080p 
            Memory 12GB minimum (16GB recommended) 
      Hard Drive 500GB 
      Connections USB 
Software  
             Operating System Windows 7, 8, or10 
             Host Program ArrayCAM® Microarray imager Software 
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Warranty and Service 

Technical Support 
If you have any problems with your ArrayCAM® imager, please contact our 
Technical Support department at 1-800-813-7339 or email 
techsupport@gracebio.com. 

Standard Instrument Warranty  
This Agreement is between the original purchaser and Grace Bio-Labs. Grace Bio-
Labs warrants its non-consumable instrument products to be free from defects in 
materials and workmanship for 12 months from date of invoice or date of 
purchased installation visit, whichever is later. This warranty covers the cost of 
parts and labor for repair. Please keep the shipping container for future use. If you 
should need an additional container, one can be provided for an additional charge. 

 
The ArrayCAM® instrument is to be serviced or repaired only by factory authorized 
technicians, and is not to be modified by the customer or end user. Instruments 
returned to our factory for repair must be authorized in advance by Grace Bio-Labs, 
properly decontaminated and packaged with transportation charges prepaid. Grace 
Bio-Labs will pay for the return shipping of the repaired or replacement instrument 
to the customer. If the return shipment is to a location outside the United States, the 
customer will be responsible for paying all duties, taxes and freight clearance 
charges if applicable. The warranty is valid when the instrument is used for its 
intended purpose and does not cover instruments which have been modified 
without approval from Grace Bio-Labs, or which have been damaged by abuse, 
accident or connection to incompatible equipment, or instruments which have been, 
or attempted to have compromised or defeated the safety interlocks. 
 
This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied. 

PC and Software 
A personal computer is supplied with ArrayCAM® software and Windows operating 
system installed. The user must not install, remove, or modify any software 
applications, drivers, or data files on the supplied PC. The user must not install or 
remove any virus protection software. Doing so may cause the ArrayCAM® software 
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or the Imager to malfunction. The user must not attach the PC to a network group. 
Doing so may cause the PC to malfunction. Failure to comply with the above will 
void this warranty.  
 
Do not turn on windows auto updates. It is recommended that the user only allow 
manual updates as they become available. This is to ensure updates are not 
processing while the ArrayCAM® system is performing an image scan. It is 
permissible to connect the ArrayCAM® PC to an Ethernet source or to a wireless 
source.  

Maintenance 
Free software updates are included for one year from the date of invoice. No 
maintenance is required by the user to keep the ArrayCAM instrument functioning 
as specified. 

Repair Service 
If you purchased your instrument from Grace Bio-Labs, contact our Technical 
Support Department at www.gracebio.com . If it is determined your instrument 
must be returned to the factory for repair, the Technical Support Representative will 
contact you with specific instructions. Out-of-warranty repair service is available. 
Please contact Grace Bio-Labs for current rates. 

Disposal 
Please dispose of the ArrayCAM® and computer according to local e-waste 
regulation. To return the unit to Grace Bio-Labs for disposal, contact customer 
support at 1-800-813-7339 for a pre-paid shipper. For safety reasons, users must 
not attempt to disassemble the ArrayCAM® instrument for recycling or destruction. 
Due to complex and changing domestic and international regulations surrounding 
the sale and control of laser products, used ArrayCAM® instruments must not be 
disposed of by general public auction methods.   

  

http://www.gracebio.com/
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Return Shipping 
The ArrayCAM® is a solidly built instrument designed to withstand normal 
shipment conditions when packaged properly. The best way to package the 
ArrayCAM® is in the original factory carton. If this is no longer available or has been 
damaged, please contact Grace Bio-Labs for shipping instructions. It is your 
responsibility to package the instrument properly before shipping. If the packaging 
is inadequate, and the instrument is damaged during shipping, the shipper will not 
honor your claim for compensation. 
Manufacturer: Grace Bio-Labs 

325 SW Cyber Drive 
Bend, Oregon 97702 USA 

Equipment: Microarray Imager 

Model Number: ArrayCAM 400-S 
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Appendix A: Calculation of Spot Statistics 
ArrayCAM uses the same calculation methods for quantitating spots whether the 
operator is using manual or automated spot analysis. This section describes, in 
general, the software algorithms used to evaluate the spot and background 
measures. 

 
There are three selections available for spot and background intensity 
measurement: Median, Mean, and Volume. Each of these methods will be described. 

Median method 
The Median selection calculates the median intensity within the circle drawn around 
the spot. In this method, the median of the background is used as the background 
correction value. 

Mean method 
The Mean method calculates the mean of the spot intensity over the area defined by 
the circle drawn around the spot. In this method, the mean of the background is 
used as the background correction value. 

Volume method 
In the volume method, the total intensity of the spot is evaluated by summing the 
individual pixel intensities within the spot area. Because the images are typically 
composed of 16-bit pixel values, the summation leads to very large numbers that are 
intuitively difficult to grasp. To normalize the magnitude of the number the software 
divides the total intensity of the spot by the area of a nominal spot diameter. In the 
manual spot evaluation, this nominal diameter is set by the operator using the 
“Nominal Spot Diam (um)” control in the Measures cluster of the Manual tab. 
 

 
 

Nominal Spot Diameter control for setting nominal spot diameter (microns)  

In the automatic spot evaluation, this nominal diameter is obtained from the navigational 
gal file. 
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For the Volume method of spot evaluation, the median value of the spot background is used 
during the intensity correction. This ensures that the spot background value does not vary 
with the size of the annular ring that is chosen as the background area.  

Intensity correction summary 
The following table indicates how the various background measures are used in the 
intensity correction methods. 

 
Intensity Correction 
Scheme 

Spot Measure Background 
Measure 

Median Median Median 
Mean Mean Mean 
Volume Normalized spot volume Median 
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1.  

Appendix B: Gal File Construction 

General Remarks 
The instructions in this section use a particular example to illustrate certain 
formatting rules that apply to the navigational gal file. The user can modify this 
example for specific microarrays according to the sub-array configuration. However, 
certain basic rules must be followed. The example presented here uses a 16-pad 
microscope slide. The gal file is created with regard to the sub-array print 
configuration, where each pad is printed with the same configuration but with 
perhaps different content. 

Slide printing requirements 
Although fiducials are not required, to use all of the features of the automated image 
analysis function, slides should be printed with fiducial spots that conform to some 
basic rules:   

 
Fiducial spots must: 
 

1) Be printed in the first row of the microarray block 
2) Be separated by buffer (blank) spots 
3) Include all fluorescent labels to be used in imaging 
4) Be located in an irregular or asymmetric pattern across the row 
5) Be of a concentration to be detectable with the typical imaging settings 

Finally, microarray content spots must NOT be in the fiducial spot row. 
 
A typical fiducial print configuration is demonstrated by the example grid shown 
below. In row 1, column 1, a fiducial is printed represented by a green “F” in the 
illustration. Moving to the right, or east on the grid, the next fiducial is in column 4, 
then column 8, then the last in column 13. In between each fiducial spot are one or 
more blank spots designated “B” in the illustration. All remaining rows, 2 through 
13 are for analyte content. Any number of fiducials can be placed in the first row, 
but they must be separated by one or more blank (buffer) locations. The accuracy of 
spot location is optimized when the patterns of fiducial and buffer are asymmetric.  
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Example microarray block configuration 

 

Format of the navigational gal file 
A microarray block configuration, as above, is normally printed according to a .gal file that 
controls the printing process. ArrayCAM® uses a “navigational gal file” for auto analysis 
that is similar to a normal gal file and obeys the rules for creating gal files. The gal file 
created for the print run can simply be modified and saved as the navigational gal for the 
purpose of the automated image analysis. It is also possible to use ArrayCAM software to 
create the navigational gal file as well (see below).  
 
The navigational gal file must conform to the general rules for gal file construction. In 
addition to the basic rules, a few modifications are required as indicated below. 

1. Add a new line in the header that indicates the slide type and include the corresponding 
numeric code. 

 
Slide Type Numeric 
Four-pad 0 
16-pad 1 
Full slide pad 2 

 
2. Add column #6 to indicate the type of spot. 
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The following demonstrates the navigational .gal file created for the example slide 
configuration. In this example, only the header and the first two rows are included in the 
list. The number of header rows can be unlimited. However, the numerical value in the first 
column of the second row must be equal to the total number of header rows minus three. In 
the example below, there are eleven (11) header rows and the numerical value is eight (8): 
 

11 header rows – 3 required rows = 8   <= enter this number 
 

Additionally, the numerical value in the second column of the second row must be “6” as 
there are exactly six columns. The block designator row must be enclosed in double quotes. 
For example: 
 

“Block1=4400,1400,200,13,433,13,433” 
 

More than one block designator row can be provided as long as the entire list is consistent 
with the individual block designators. 
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ATF 1 

    8 6 
    Type=GenePix ArrayList V1.0 

   Supplier=Grace Bio-Labs 
   ArrayerSoftwareName=None 
   ArrayerSoftwareVersion=None 

  BlockCount=1 
    BlockType=0 
    SlideType=1 
    “Block1=4400,1400,200,13,433,13,433” 

  Block Column Row ID Name Type 

1 1 1 ID FIDUCIAL fiducial 

1 2 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 3 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 4 1 ID FIDUCIAL fiducial 

1 5 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 6 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 7 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 8 1 ID FIDUCIAL fiducial 

1 9 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 10 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 11 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 12 1 ID BLANK blank 

1 13 1 ID FIDUCIAL fiducial 

1 1 2 ID Content analyte 

1 2 2 ID Content analyte 

1 3 2 ID Content analyte 

1 4 2 ID Content analyte 

1 5 2 ID Content analyte 

1 6 2 ID Content analyte 

1 7 2 ID Content analyte 

1 8 2 ID Content analyte 

1 9 2 ID Content analyte 

1 10 2 ID Content analyte 

1 11 2 ID Content analyte 

1 12 2 ID Content analyte 

1 13 2 ID Content analyte 
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The “Type” designator in column six can have any of the following values: 
 

fiducial 
analyte 
positive 
negative 
buffer 
blank 
control 
content 
blocker 

 
Each type designator can be of all lower case letters and the first letter can be capitalized. 
No other case options are permitted. Each must be spelled exactly as shown. 
 
The user may construct any navigational .gal file as long as it obeys the general rules for .gal 
file construction and includes the additional information as described above. 
 
Save the navigational .gal file to the directory C:\GBL\Gal\Controls 

Using Microsoft Excel to construct a navigational gal file 
Microsoft Excel may also be used to create a gal file. You must make sure that the gal file 
header obeys the rules stated above. The gal file should be constructed with all six columns 
described earlier. When finished creating the gal file in Excel, press “File” and “Save As” 
within Excel. When the save dialog window appears,  
 

 
 

Select the “Save as type:” and “Text (tab delimited) (*.txt)”. Excel will bring up a widow 
asking if you wish to leave the file in this format. 
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Press “Yes”. Then close the Excel file. Excel will ask you if you wish to save the .xlxs version 
of the Excel file. You may either save the .xlxs version or discard it, as it will no longer be 
required. But you must close the file anyway. 
 
Now, navigate to the directory where you saved the gal file, typically 
 
C:\GBL\Controls\Gal 
 
Find the file you just saved. Excel will have saved the file with a “.txt” extension.  
 

 
 

Right-click the file name, select “Rename” and replace the “.txt” extension with “.gal”. 
Windows will ask you if you really want to do this 
 

 
 

Press “Yes”. You can now load this gal file into ArrayCAM software. 
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